Regenerative medicine: a new dawn for male reproductive issues

Abstract
The ‘Regenerative medicine’ holds the promise of engineering damaged tissues and organs by stimulating the body’s own repair mechanisms to functionally heal previously irreparable tissues or organs. It includes the possibility of growing tissues and organs in the laboratory and implanting them when the body cannot heal itself. It has the potential to eliminate the issues of organ transplant rejection, and the issues of the shortage of organs available for donation by regenerating organs’ cells from the patient’s own tissue or cells. Contemplating on these peculiar qualities of Regenerative Medicine, it seems to have probably revolutionized the mode of treatment or therapy in almost every branch of medicines viz., cardiac, neurological, ophthalmic, reproductive disorders etc. Therefore, based on reports from the relevant sources, the present article concisely compiles and retrospects the prospective implications/applications of stem cells in treating male reproductive issues.
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Introduction
In 1992, the term ‘regenerative medicine’ was first used in an article on hospital administration by Leland Kaiser. He stated that, “A new branch of medicine will develop that attempts to change the course of chronic disease and in many instances will regenerate tired and failing organ systems”. However, the widespread use of the term regenerative medicine is attributed to the founder of Human Genome Sciences, William A Haseltine. He recognized that these cells have the potential to develop into a new kind of regenerative therapy as they are equipped with unprecedented ability to differentiate into all the cell types of the human body (i.e., pluripotency). Thus, the ‘Regenerative medicine’ is a branch of translational research in tissue engineering and molecular biology which deals with the “process of replacing, engineering or regenerating human cells, tissues or organs to restore or establish normal function”. Some of the biomedical approaches within this field involve the use of stem cells.

Stem cells are undifferentiated cells. They are capable of reproducing themselves i.e., self-renewal and differentiating into many different cell types, which can produce at least one type of highly differentiated descendant. They are highly specialised cells and different from all other types of cells. These cells are capable to replicate through cell division, even after longtime of dormancy. Scientists have found ways to manipulate stem cells into forming specific tissues or organs within the body. There are different types of stem cells. The majority of research focuses on Embryonic Stem Cells (ESC) because these cells can give rise to any other type of cell. This makes ESC malleable under certain conditions. Amniotic fluid, embryos, foetus, placenta, and umbilical cord blood contain ESCs. Stem cell research needs the use of human embryos so it often faces controversies. The stark difference between blastocyst-derived pluripotent stem cells and multipotent stem cells from adult organs is the number of types of differentiated cells that can be produced. Embryonic stem cells are derived from the inner cell mass of the blastocysts. The pluripotency and growth potential of ESC is incomparable and beyond imagination. Embryonic stem cells of the mammalian blastocyst give rise to all the tissue lineages that initiate to emerge at gastrulation. These pluripotent cells can be propagated in vitro without loss of pluripotency. Due to these unique characteristics of ESC, research on ESC raises the possibility of ‘designer’ tissue and organ engineering. Many adult tissues harbor cells that do not complete their differentiation schedule. So, these cells act as self-renewing stem cells whose normal fate is to regenerate site-specific tissue, in response to either physiological cell turnover or damage inflicted by injury or disease. Bone marrow, muscle, and neural stem cells possess developmental potency much greater than their normal lineage-restricted fate. The developmental plasticity of adult stem cells, particularly those of bone marrow, make them potentially useful for replacing tissues, via transplantation or construction of bioartificial tissues, that either do not regenerate naturally or are damaged beyond their natural capability for regeneration. From the available reports, tissue regeneration and stem cell differentiation have been found to be influenced by the biomolecules like growth factors, micro RNAs, Extracellular Signal-Related Kinase (ERK); and biomechanical properties of few of the nanoparticles (dendrimers, liposomes, polymer-based nanoparticles, micelles, carbon nanotubes etc.). In addition to these two ways of replacing tissue, a third...
strategy of regenerative medicine is to stimulate regeneration in vivo from resident stem cells.\textsuperscript{4,10,14-17}

Male reproductive health and fecundity is exclusively dependant on the normal development and maturation of specialized germ cells known as spermatozoa (sperm). In males, many cases of infertility have been categorized as unexplained. There are diseases that have been shown to cause loss of these germ cells, and deletions in critical genes on the Y chromosome. Additionally, infertility is also caused by an exposure to radiation, chemotherapy, and endocrine disruptors among other toxins.\textsuperscript{13,24}

Globally, there is a lack of accurate statistics on rates of male infertility arising due to azoospermia, a condition in which sperms are not produced at all. However, Agarwal and his colleagues have estimated that infertility affects about 15% of couples globally (nearly 48.5 million couples). Among them, males are found to be solely responsible for 20-30% of infertility cases.\textsuperscript{25} However, Kumar and Singh reported that approximately 40-50% of all infertility cases are due to “male factor” infertility and as many as 2% of all men exhibit suboptimal sperm parameters.\textsuperscript{26} Although, this number does not accurately represent all regions of the world\textsuperscript{27} but infertility has insidious impact on the infertile individuals, their families, and society, which extend far beyond the inability to have a biological child. Lifestyle changes, fertility treatments, and assisted reproductive technology (ART) are available to help many infertile couples achieve their reproductive goals. However, all of these technologies require that the infertile individual is able to produce at least a small number of functional gametes viz., sperms in men. It is impossible for an azoospermic person to have a biological child.\textsuperscript{28} This review article emphasises on the infertile men and describes stem cell-based methods that are in the research pipeline and have an immense potential to provide a new fertility treatment options for men with azoospermia.

**Stem cells in male reproduction**

It is well established fact that a stem cell population is present in the male germ line, providing the basis for life-long production of male germ cells (i.e., precursor cells of spermatozoa or sperms) in the testes. The male germ line stem cells, or spermatogonial stem cells (SSC), are the only cell type in the body that can self-renew and transmit the genetic information to the next generation. Thus, these cells play pivotal role in preserving and maintaining the male fecundity.\textsuperscript{29-30} However, there are some iatrogenic, pathological and environmental factors which disrupt the normal course of SSC development leading to azoospermia, a major cause of male infertility. Therefore, in the reproductive medicine, reproducing germ cell development has a pivotal role in preserving and maintaining the male fecundity.\textsuperscript{29-30} In addition to this, they also reported generation of epiblast-like cells and primordial germ cell-like cells from female-IPSC. The resulting primordial germ cell-like cells were transplanted into recipient females carrying functional eggs and live offsprings were obtained.\textsuperscript{10} In 2016, Cyranoski reported in Nature News about the preparation of artificial mouse sperm and successful replication of primordial germ cells. These cells were able to form non-motile immature sperm-like cells. In the IVF treatment, these sperm-like cells were injected into mice eggs, the fertile healthy mice were born. Throughout the experiment, researchers had the opportunity to witness meiosis in vitro.\textsuperscript{31}

Upon injection of cultured primordial germ cells into infertile mice testes, in fact into the seminiferous tubules of mice where the animals’ sperm production takes place, the primordial germ cells further developed into mature spermatozoa and the female mice went on to produce healthy offspring. This research also formed the foundations for the study that the stem cells can be turned into spermatozoa.\textsuperscript{30} Moreover, a core research finding that ESC can develop into any cell type so it does not seem impossible that spermatoza can also be developed from these cells. Recently published Chinese study utilized ESC from infertile male mice to create viable sperm capable of fertilisation. They were able to recreate working sperm cells. Although the sperm cells not being fully mature, they were active enough to father fertile offspring after successful IVF treatment in female mice.\textsuperscript{32} Now scientists are hopeful to replicate these results in humans. With these advances in human ESC research, infertile men may become fertile. Recently, two groups of researchers viz., Irie et al.\textsuperscript{44} and Sasaki et al.\textsuperscript{46} reported the differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells into putative human primordial germ cell-like cells, exhibiting gene expression patterns similar to bonafide human primordial germ cells. Unfortunately, the human studies cannot be validated by transplantation or the production of offspring. Therefore, a surrogate assay of human spermatogonogenic potential is indispensable.

Couple of studies have elucidated that sperm stem cells require fertility genes. Investigators have determined that the reproductive homeobox (ROXH) family of transcription factors (i.e., regulatory proteins) that activate some genes and inactivate others, drive the development of stem cells into male germ cells in testes of mice. The investigators were also successful in linking RHOX gene mutations to male infertility in humans.\textsuperscript{50,51} These studies also indicated that
if fertility genes responsible for converting stem cells into sperms, activated properly, then resulting sperms can prove to be a boon for male infertile patients. This study clearly demonstrated the importance of genetics in spermatogenesis, but also suggested that some of these limitations could potentially be overcome by using stem cell technologies.

Recently published astonishing fact from the Stanford University School of Medicine and Montana State University showed that the adult infertile men’s skin cells when used to create IPSC, they gave rise to primordial germ cells too. These cells normally turned into sperms, when transplanted into the reproductive system of male mice. These findings suggested that the infertile men may have had at least a few functioning germ cells as newborns or infants. Although more investigation needs to be done by collecting and freezing some of this tissue from young boys known to have Y chromosome-linked mutation preventing the production of sperm. Such boys may have an option to have their own children later in life. Therefore, this research has also provided a ray of hope from the stem cell therapy in the treatment of azoosperma, the most severe form of male factor infertility.

Feasibility of generating functional, sperm-producing germ cells from human ESC grown under defined conditions has been also described by Panula et al. However, those stem cells were made from human embryos that had been donated for research after IVF procedures. Therefore, they were not useful for couples wishing to have their own genetic children because the child would inherit a portion of the genome of the embryo from which the cells were derived. Furthermore, the process required scientists to engineer the stem cells so they would over-expression several genes, which are necessary to drive the ESC to become germ cells. On the contrary, the stem cells made from adult skin required no artificial manipulation. Once implanted into the testes, they differentiated into ‘germ cell-like cells’, simply by virtue of the environment in which they were placed. The cells expressed many genes known to be expressed in primordial germ cells, and underwent a genetic reprogramming process called demethylation associated with sperm production.

Stem cells from the fertile and infertile men exhibited stark differences. It was estimated that the cells from the infertile men, who had a mutation in a region AZF1 genome, were about 50- to 100-fold less efficient than fertile men in their ability to form primordial germ cells. Moreover, it provided very intriguing possibilities for men rendered sterile after cancer treatments. However, efficient conversion of skin cells into sperm arose hope for infertile men to become biological fathers. The cells from the fertile and infertile men exhibited stark differences. It was estimated that the cells from the infertile men, who had a mutation in a region AZF1 genome, were about 50- to 100-fold less efficient than fertile men in their ability to form primordial germ cells. Moreover, it provided very intriguing possibilities for men rendered sterile after cancer treatments. However, efficient conversion of skin cells into sperm arose hope for infertile men to become biological fathers.

Infertility is one of the most common and devastating complications of cancer treatments, especially for young boys and men. The SSC are an important resource to preserve male fertility, particularly for childhood cancer patients who undergo potentially sterilizing cancer therapy before or around the time of puberty. Thus, it can be envisaged that SSC can be harvested before the therapy, cryopreserved, and following stem cell expansion and isolation, transplanted back to a patient after the therapy. Therefore, it can be anticipated that male germ line stem cells can be effectively utilized for male fertility preservation and restoration by surgical and pharmacological approaches. At present, the best and recommended approach to preserve fertility is to obtain and freeze gametes or tissue before the initiation of therapy that can damage or eliminate germ cells. However, if the IPSC to germ cell differentiation technology is responsibly developed and translated to the human clinic, this fertility preservation paradigm could change.

An adult survivor of a childhood cancer who desires to start his family and discovers that he is infertile could theoretically produce sperm and biological offspring from his own skin, blood, or other somatic cell type (Figure 1). This fertility preservation scenario can be applied not only to childhood cancer survivors, but all survivors or other infertile patients who cannot preserve or produce functional gametes.

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1** Patient specific IPSC can be derived from the patient somatic tissues and differentiated into germline stem cells, followed by transplantation into patient testes. This method seems to have potential to re-establish spermatogenesis and natural fecundity. It may also be feasible to differentiate IPSC directly into sperms that can be used to fertilize eggs by ICSI.

As the cancer chemotherapy drugs often work by destroying rapidly dividing cells they also kill other normally dividing cells in vicinity, including those that produce sperm. Some men choose to freeze sperm samples before therapy so they can use them for artificial insemination at a later date, but this is not an option for boys who have not yet attained puberty. Some investigators upon careful contemplation found that while boys don’t make sperm cells, they do possess SSC that will eventually produce them. These SSC could be used to restore fertility, if cryopreserved during prepubertal stage. So Gassei et al. froze SSC samples from the testes of prepubertal and adult male Rhesus macaques. The monkeys were then given chemotherapy agents known to shut down sperm production. Few months later, the researchers injected each monkey’s own SSC back into its testes. Subsequently, the sperm production was re-established in 75% of the adult animals and started normally in 60% of the prepubertal animals once they attained maturity. The resulting sperm
were used to fertilise eggs and produced healthy embryos. Therefore, the scientists found the best option they have ever had. They have been able to successfully demonstrate this in a clinical setting with a species genetically very similar to human. Hence, few centres in the Europe and United States are already banking testicular tissue for boys in the hope that new stem cell-based therapies will become available. Moreover, a man could have his own stem cells transplanted, thus getting an opportunity to have children via natural intercourse.\cite{55}

**Conclusion**

Till now, we have got only trivial understanding about the stem cells, even then the potential implications of stem cells in the Reproductive Biology and Medicine are apparent. There needs to resolve a number of basic research issues, before making these approaches a clinical reality. All aforementioned information provides a new insight into stem cell research that may have implications for human male infertility. Although the mice experiments have been groundbreaking but the scientific community is viewing the results with caution. Currently, human clinical applications seem to be remote. Germ cells of humans and mice develop differently. Nevertheless, the concept is still encouraging. Several new studies are being already planned and underway to further explore the applicability of stem cell based therapy to treat male infertility. This area of scientific endeavour holds great hope for infertile men wanting to father their own children. There seems to be every possibility that human male infertility can be reversed with stem cell research. Thus, new advancements in stem cell research may mean a breakthrough in the treatment of future male infertility.
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